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This paper deals with educational v iews of the sans

culottes (common urban dwellers), especially, with those ex

pressed durin~ the years 1793 and 1794--a period in which 

ther e were stronrr manifestat ions of popular sentiment. It be

Fins with a ~eneral survey of educational conditions durinu 

the ancien rS~ime and then shifts to a bri ef discussion of 

the principal prQgrams off ered during the early staqes of the 

Revolution when bourgeois spokesmen were in control , ~rom a 

sketch of the instruct ional sys tem as i t existed until J une 

1793-- the point at which men who enjoyed popular support gain 

ed control of the government --the emphas is of this study moves 

to a discussion of the ed.ucational characteristics and ~oals 

of the Parisian populace . Finally, a considerable portion of 

this essay is devoted to a rev iew of the plans that were pro

posed in the Convention . 

An i mportant se~ment of this thesis deals with the 

stat e of the s chools on the eve of the Revo lution . It reveals 

that the pron-ram was marked by many severe limitati ons and that 

261712 
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it did not meet the fundamental needs of the urban dwellers. 

A review of the schools as they existed in 1789 indicates th~t 

they offered little hone to the common people for improvement 

in their social conditions or in their economic state. 

Reflectin~ the ~reat chan~es that began to occur in 

the political system in 17R9 , this study focuses its attention 

on the transfer of the authority over the schools from the 

hands of ecclesiastical leaders to those of the state, It sum

marizes important moves in the shift in power and , in addition, 

reviews, from the viewpoint of the urban masses, three note

worthy instructional plans sug2:ested by spokesmen of the 

bour.qeoisie , 

An examination of the general educational ~oals of 

the sans-culottes forms the basis for another part of this 

paper, Alon~ with describing their objectives and character

istics, it examines two plans which, t o a marked depree, re

flect the sentiments of the common people. The projects of 

Lepeletier , a martyred hero of the urbanites, and Bouquier, 

a dele~ate to the Convention from Dordo~ne, whose work was 

enacted into law, are presented as examples of the educational 

needs and desires of the poorer urban population, 

In July 1794 , control of the government by repre

sentatives of the little people came to an end; however, 

their period in power was long enouph for an observer to 

formulate several peneralizations concernin~ their views on 

education . In examining their accomplishments and aspirations, 

it becomes clear that they were keenly interested in in-



struction and that they jealously ruarded their ri~ht to con

trol their schools. In addition, the findin~s of this study 

indicate that, althou,o:h the common people were confident in 

the value of manual trainin~ , they did not intentionally seek 

to ruin the arts and sciences nor to destroy intellectuals 
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CHAPTER I 

IN1rRODUCTION 

Many modern historians of the French Revolution insist 

that the popular classes in the towns, and especially those in 

Paris, played a significant role in the great upheaval. 1 Until 

recently, however, scholars have viewed the activities of ur

ban dwellers "from above;" that is. to say, they formed their 

conclusions on the basis of laws passed by the national leg

islature or from the actions of widely known leaders. The con

census of opinion from the work of these historians would seem 

to indicate that the urban lower classes usually acted in com

plete accord with the bourgeoisie. 2 

A new school of thought, however, began to emer~e at 

the turn of the century with the writing s of J aures, Mathiez, 

and Lefebvre. Their interest lay outside of legal codes or de

cisions made in legislative chambers; they focused their at

tention on activities in the sections (wards), communes, and 

popular societies, In short, these historians viewed the Rev

olution "from below,"3 

1Albert Soboul, The Parisian Sans-Culottes and the 
French Revolution, trans. by Gwynne Lewis (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1964), p. 5, 

2The French Revolution: Conflicting Inter retations, 
ed. by Frank A, Kafker and James M. Laux New York: Random 
House, 1968), p. 280, 

Jibid. 
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The work of the above three was continued by two En,cr 

lishmen, Geor~e Rud~ and R. C. Cobb, and by the Norwe~ian 

Kare '11¢'nneson . 4 The most noted work emerging from this meth-

od of observing the Revo lution, however, was Albert Soboul's 

Les Sans-Culottes parisiens en l'An II. Published in 195R, 

this definitive study of more than a thousand pages carefully 

examined the activities and reactions of the common people of 

Paris throu~h an exhaustive review of the records of the var

ious sections of the city. His findings indicated that the 

urbanites had a distinct individuality and, that far from be

in,g aimless mobs as they are so often portrayed, they developed 

definite goals and objectives embodyin,g their aspirations and 

concerns. 

In examining the educational views of the petits-~ 

(little people), the writer was struck by the differences man

ifested between their point of view and that of the bourgeoisie. 

This paper, therefore, attempts to review the general charac

teristics of their thoughts on the subject and to discuss in

structional plans proposed by their spokesmen. The emphasis in 

this study has been deliberately placed on th~ years 1793 and 

1794 because it was during this perio6 that their political 

strength was at its peak. Naturally, their political power 

lent authority to their educational views. 

In dealing with the above problem, the writer often re

fers to the term, sans-culottes. Unf ortunately, there is no 

4Ibid. , p. 2R2. 
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exact English equivalent f or this historic French term. One 

can state, however, that it refers t o urban dwellers below a 

certain level of income and social standing. The sans-culottes 

were common workingmen; the rank and file were small-shop men , 

tradesmen, and journeymen. Active in t he popular socie t ies 

were also many employes (petty officials), men of some capa

city and considerable self-esteem who were poorly paid and often 

wretched, In general, these simple men of the people had an 

egalitarian conception of social relationships which, as one 

might expect , was reflected in their theories on public in

struction, 

In examining the educational thought s of the Parisian 

populace, the author perused documents and papers recording 

their speeches , resolutions , and petitions . Many of these 

are reproduced in the Archives ParJementaire , a standard col

lection of po litical and constitutional debates in the French 

legislative bodies ; the Proces-verbaux du Cami te d ' Ins.truction 

publique , records and debates of the committee of the National 

Convention dealing with public instruction; and the Moniteur , 

the official g overnment journal . 

The Youngstown State University Library is fortunate 

to have among its holdings the extensive Maclure Collection 

of French Revolutionary Materials. Included among its more than 

25,000 items are numerous materials dealin~ with Fren ch edu

cation. 

Finally, secondary sources were used largely to ex

amine the educational system of the ancien re~ime. In addition, 



these materials laid the basis for the rapid chan~es caused 

by the Revolution. 

4 
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CHAPTER II 

THE SCHOOLS DURING THE ANCIEN REGIME 

In order to understand popular views on education dur

ing the years 1793 and 1794--years in which there were stron~ 

manifestations of democratic sentiment--one must first examine 

the educational system as it existed durin~ the ancien reg ime. 

It is important to learn the characteristics of the system 

that for centuries shaped the education of the youth of France, 

Who were the educators and what did they teach? How was the 

program financed? Was it successful? 

A significant feature of the educational organizati on 

of the eighteenth century was the role that the Roman Catholic 

Church played in the administration of the schools. The church 

unquestionably dominated almost every facet of the educational 

structure, It directed the schools, approved the teaching staffs, 

determined what was to be taught, and provided a substantial 

portion of the finances, 5 In short, on the eve of the Revolu

tion the church was the fundamental power in matters dealin~ 

with instruction in France, 6 

5Felix Ponteil, Histoire de l'Enseignement en France 
(Paris: Sirey, 1966), p, 9, 

6Maurice Gontard, L'Ensei~nement rimaire en France 
(Paris: Societe d'Edition Belles Lettres, 1959 , p, 15, 
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A second important characteristic of the academic pro

gram in the eighteenth century was the state's ·lack of super

vision over the church's administration of the schools. Al

though at the beginning of the century the state won the right 

to treat questions dealing with boundaries between school dis

tricts, the levying of special taxes for education, and agree

ments between employers and employees, 7 these measures were 

advisory in nature rather than regulatory; they did not rep

resent a basic change in the state's policy, Even the crown's 

issuance of compulsory attendance proclamations in 1694, 169R, 

and 1724 cannot be interpreted as moves to increase its in

fluence in educational matters; these decrees were simply polit

ical weapons aimed at parents who were suspected of being Prot

estants.8 Penalties against those who violated the rulings were 

left entirely to the discretion of local authorities, The state 

simply instructed them to take the necessary steps to solve the 

problem. 9 

The philosophy of the church relating to the purpose 

of education was the principal reason for the state's reluctance 

to interfere in educational matters. The views of the church 

were in close harmony with those of the monarchy, Believing 

that one of its fundamental missions was to provide the king's 

7 H. C. Barnard, Education and the French Revolution 
(Cambridge: The University Eress, 1969), p. 3, 

8F. De la Fontainerie, French Liberalism and Education 
in the XVIII Century (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1932), p. 6, 

9Gontard, p. 14, 
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sub~ects with a Christ i an education--an education emphasizing 

the omnipotent power of God and the absolute authority of His 

v ice-rePent on earth--the church sou~ht to form literate, 

Christian youths , It hoped that its teachin~s would produce 

a citizenry that would be loyal and obedient to God and His 

t t . 10 represen a 1ves. 

The church attempted to achieve its poal by way of an 

extensive system of institutions. The basic or2"anization of the 

instructional system consisted of three leve ls: peti tes or pri -

mary schools, colle2"es or secondary ins t itutions, and univer 

sities. By eiPhteenth century standards, the number and vari-

11 ety of schools was r reat. On the eve of the Revolution there 

were thousands of primary schools in France, Paris alone had 

334 such facilities. The vastness of the pro2"ram is further 

demonstrat ed by the fact that 562 colle~es existed in the 

nation in 17P9 with an enrollment of more than ?S ,0 00 students. 12 

The final level of the educational scale was composed of more 

than twenty universities, Added to the basic structure of pri

mary school, colle~e, and university, there were more than sev

enty-five special places of learnin~ which the church operatea. 13 

These institutions were devoted to such fields of study as en

~ineerin~ , naval science, langua~e, and various technical sub-

10Robert Virrnery , The French Revolution and the Schools 
(Madison: The State Historical Society , 1965 ), p, 10, 

11Jacques Ellul , Histoire des Institutions (Par is: 
Presses Universitaires, 1962 ), p , 42R, 

12 Barnard , p , ? . 

13v• 9 lfl"nery, p. . 261712 
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The curriculum in the schools consisted of a pattern 

that varied only slightly among the various institutions. In 

primary classes the daily routine centered around the study of 

Christian beliefs and the mastery of the fundamentals of read

ing, writin~, and arithmetic, In poorer facilities where less 

qualified teachers often taught, the routine was frequently 

reduced to a pattern of endless repetition of simple prayers 

alternating with the recitation of the alphabet, 15 

In the colleges the curriculum generally embraced a pro-

gram lastin~ six years, Its primary emphasis was on the mastery 

of Christian doctrine along with the study of Greek and Latin, 16 

After 1750, however, some secondary schools began to deviate 

from the traditional curriculum and introduced significant 

changes in their courses of study, These innovations included 

the use and study of the French langua~e and the teachin~ of 

modern history, mathematics, and science, For example, the thirty

six Oratorian colleges stressed the study of advanced mathematics 

and the teachin~s of Descartes, Furthermore, their treatfuent .of· 

the classics was not so traditional as that of the more ultramon

tane Jesuits, The significance of the Oratorian reforms grew 

14Jacques Godechot, Les Institutions de la France sous 
la R~volution et l'Empire (Paris: Presses Universitaires, 
1951), p, 388. 

l5Alfred Rambaud, Histoire de la Civilisation fran-
9aise, ,Vol. II (Paris: Librairie Armand Colin; 1932) p. 203. 

16vignery, p. 10, 
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even greater followinF the expulsion of the Jesuits from France 

in 1762. 17 

At the top of the educational ladder of the ancien re
£ime in the universities, changes were far less common. On the 

eve of the Revolution, the study of theoloFy still occupied 

the most prestiaious position in the university's curriculum. 

In spite of public interest in such areas as science, history, 

and mathematics, the university stubbornly refused to reform 

its medieval-oriented curriculum. The church insisted that the 

study of logic and philosophy should still form the basis of a 

good university education. In 17R9, theoretical exercises rather 

than practical trainin~ served as the basic preparation for doc

tors, theolo,?.'ians, and lawyers. 18 

In addition to dealing with the problems of curriculum, 

the church had the responsibility of staffing the schools, The 

bishops, of course, preferred to fill teaching positions with 

members of teachin~ orders or other ecclesiastics. Where this 

proved to be impossible, they were forced to employ lay person

nel. Lay candidates usually contested for vacant posts before 

a jury composed of local reli~ious leaders or the local notables. 

In more remote areas, however, often the sole judge of the can

didates was simply the local cure--an individual whose owned

ucation was often questionable, In most cases a bishop would 

17Barnard, pp, 10-11, 

lBibi· d. , 12 13 pp. - . 
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automatica lly approve those recommended by the local authority . 

Frequently he had little choice, for it was difficult to at

tract qualified personnel to rural areas, Thus, candidates who 

were far from competent were frequently employed. 19 

Although the requirments demanded of teachers varied 

greatly throughout the country, there was one common requisite 

that prospective teachers had to fulfill; all had to obtain a 

teaching license from the proper ecclesiastical authority, The 

bishops, or heads of certain teaching orders, had the exclusive 

power to grant or reject requests for permission to teach, Since 

there were no normal schools or standardized programs for teacher 

preparation, the bishops commonly based their decisions on ar

bitrary whims. Needless to say, this method of selecting in-

t t d 'd t k f f f t· h 1· 20 s rue ors 1 no ma e ore ec 1ve sc oo 1ng . 

It is interesting to note that ecclesiastical authori

ties j ealously guarded their priv ilege to choose the nat ion' s 

teache~s, for they considered it to be a powerful weapon against 
' those who would challenge the role of the Catholic Church in 

France's educational program, They looked upon their right to 

control the selection of instructors as the most effective 

means of preventing Jews and Protestants from formin g their 

own schools, 21 

19Ponteil, pp, 16-17, 
20 Barnard, p, 4, 

21 
Gontard, pp. 9-10, 
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Although the educational provram in France on the eve 

of the Revolution was quite extensive, the system was marked 

by a high degree of diversity in the quality of the schools 

as well as in their distribution throughout the country. De

spite the Catholic Church's discipline and hierarchical or

ganization, it did not coordinate and centralize its operation 

bf the schools. As indicated above, in most cases each bishop 

was the final authority in all educational questions that 

arose in his diocese. The absence of a central administrator 

with jurisdiction over the entire state contributed sign ifi

cantly to a lack of uniformity in the program. 22 

Another factor accounting for the diversity that existed 

in the schools was the manner in which the church financed its 

educational operation. Along with church subsidies and tuition 

fees, almost all institutions were dependent on private endow

ments and special local taxes. Support of education was basically 

a local responsibilityr therefore, certain areas were able to 

provide excellent facilities while others lacked sufficient funds 

to provide any kind of organized instruction. Wealthy areas of 

the nation such as Normandy, Lorraine, Alsace, Champaigne, Franche-

6omte, and Burgandy enjoyed excellent facilities while poorer 

areas such as the extreme west, the Massif Central, and the ex

treme south were able to support far fewer institutions, 23 

The idea of supportin~ education on a local basis even 

caused a disparity to exist among schools . located in the same 

22v. 1gnery, 

23Ponteil, 

p. 8. 

p. 10, 
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general area, In the same diocese, educational institutions in 

cities were generally more numerous and staffed with more quali

fied personnel than those in rural areas, The lack of uniformity 

also existed within the larger towns, wealthier sections of the 

community, naturally, were able to provide better learnin~ op

portunities for their children. 24 

It is difficult to measure the results of the above 

educational system, Did it produce a literate population? How 

much of the instructional program actually reached and bene

fited the common people? In short, was it successful? 

Studies have been made in the area of percentage of the 

population schooled enough to be able to write their names. Al

though, of course, it can be questioned how far ability to si~n 

one's name is a real test for literacy, the results of such in

vestigations reveal that the northern and eastern parts of France 

had the greatest success with their educational programs. In Lor

raine, for example, marria~e records indicate that 89 percent of 

the males and 65 percent of the females applying for permission 

to marry were able to write their signatures. On the other hand, 

in Brittany, an area noted for its scarcity of schools, only 23 

percent of the men and 9,48 percent of the women were suffi

ciently schooled on the eve of the Revolution to sign the mar

riage register. 25 Studies covering the entire nation for the 

years 17R6 to 1790 show that only 47,45 pereent of the bride-

24 
Gontard, pp, 17-19, 

25Ponteil, p. 13, 
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grooms and 26,28 percent of the brides were able to perform 

. 1 . . h . 26 the s1mp e task of s1vn1ng t e1r names, 

The above figures clearly indicate the ~enerally in

ferior educational opportunities offered to females. One of the 

reasons for this situation was the official policy of the church 

that forbade coeducation; 27 this, naturally, limited the general 

effectiveness of the program, Poorer areas experienced ~reat 

difficulty in providing funds for one school; a second one for 

girls was totally out of the question, 28 

It appears, however, that in some parts of France the 

rule on segregation by sex was not rigidly enforced; the local 

bishops obviously realized that strict application of this reg

ulation would have prohibited girls from receiving an education, 

For example, in Le Bigorre, a district in southern France, mem

bers of both sexes attended classes in 42 percent of its schools. 29 

No figures exist that indicate the number of children 

who were deprived of an education for financial reasons. It 

is impossible to ascertain the percentage of school attendance 

among the poorer elements of society, but it can be assumed 

that economic necessity must have prevented many from attend

in~ school. 

The church attempted to meet this problem through the 

use of various teaching orders dedicated to the instruction of 

26 Barnard, p. 8. 

27 Ponteil, p. 13. 
28 Gontard, p. 24. 

29Ponteil, p, 13. 



the impoverished. The Ursuline Sisters, for example, operated 

more than 300 primary schools for poor children, 30 and the Con

~re~ation of Christian Brothers offered free instruction to 

over 30,000 needy boys in 1789, 31 In addition, it is estimated 

that in the same year more than 40,000 pupils received without 

char~e a secondary school education.32 

Although the church attempted to provide educational 

opportunities for the indigent, it did not really strike at 

the basic problem. For the destitute, the obstacle that fre

quently prevented their children from attending classes was 

the need of their labor to supplement the family income. This 

was especially true among the poor urban dwellers where often 

the few sous that the children earned represented an essential 

part of the family's earnings , A similar situation existed in 

rural areas where the children's services were vitally needed,33 

In brief, needy children generally did not have the time to ~o 

to school, and the fact that the church offered free education 

did not solve their problem. 

Although the foregoin~ indicates that the church did 

not effectively meet the needs of the poor, can other aspects 

of its program be judged more favorably? Did Frenchmen of 17R9 

consider their schools to be effective and efficient? 

30Barnard, pp. 5-6. 
31Ponteil, p. 11. 

32Rambaud, p. 264. 

33nontard, p. 35, 
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The ~eneral cahiers of 1789 indicate that wide dissat

isfaction was prevalent in re~ard to the entire educationa l sys 

tem, No less than 137 out of a total of 522 general cahiers 

dealt with the schools. 34 Most of them called for improvements 

in the curriculum ·or for reforms in the general organization 

of the instructional program , 35 The local cahiers, however, 

were more precise in their demands and expressed specific 

complaints against every level of the academic structure. For 

example, a cahier from Dax , a region in the southern part of 

France , complained that students who were totally unqualifi ed 

were frequently granted degrees from their university; lit t le 

concern was g iven by the authorities f or academic standards. 36 

A cahier from Sens, a community near Paris, reflected 

that area's dissatisfaction with another level of the educational 

system--the colleges, It charg ed that its school was nothing 

more than a rich monastery where the students learned little 

of value. In addition, it claimed that the teachers were poor

ly qualified and that the authorities were lax in their super

vision of instructors. 37 

34Edme. Champion, La France d'apres les Cahiers de 
17A9 (Paris: · A. Colin et Cie., 1897), p. 197. 

35 I bid ,, pp. 197-112, 
36M. J, Mavidal and M. E , Laurent (eds.), Archives par

lementaires de 17 87 a 1860 (hereafter A.P,), (82 vols.; lst-.
ser.; Paris , 1789-1913 ), III , RR. 

37 Ibid., V, 756 , 
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The stronges t attac k on the educat ional program was 

directed at the primary schools--the level of i_nstruction with 

which mos t people were familiar. From Rodez came the plea for 

the necessary means to improve the quality of its teachers. The 

cahier commen ted that low salaries made it difficult to attract 

trained personnel to that city; thus, its schools were staffed 

with instructors who were not qualified. As another means to 

improve their educational institutions, the people of Rodez in-
. 

dicated that they wanted all pros pective teachers to pass a 

. . t· JS rigorous examina ion, 

A stiong indictment of the schools is reflected in the 

"notebook of grievances" from Clermont-Ferrand, The special 

significance of this cahier is that twenty-one of those elected 

to draw up the document were not able to sign it. A similar 

situation existed to a lesser degree in seven other bailla~es 

(dis t ric t s) f rom where the cahiers all cont ained declarations 

stating that some of those who helped to formulate their doc

ument were unable to sign it,J9 If one assumes that the elec

torate chose the better educated leaders in their communities 

to formulate their cahiers, the general state of education in 

these areas must have been extremely poor. 

Thus, the cahiers reflect the limits and defects of 

the academic program as it existed in the ancien regime, It 

is clear, however, that by 1789 Frenchmen were beginning to 

J S A. P. , V. 5 54. 

J 9champion, p. 217. 



examine carefully the fundamental characteristics of their 

educational system. 

17 
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CHAPTER III 

BOURGEOIS CO NTROL OVER THE SCHOOLS 

With the convocation of the States-General in May 17 R9 , 

measures were soon passed that markedly affected the schools. 

Through a series of actions taken between 1789 and 1792, the 

bourgeois-dominated National Constituent Assembly destroyed 

the power of the church in educatjon, and control of the schools 
40 passed into the hands of the state. 

One of the earliest measures that influenced the 

schools came in Au~ust 1789, when the Assembly abolished the 

ancient feudal system. The loss of income derived from sei

~norial dues delivered a disastrous financial blow to insti

tutions dependent on feudal taxes. For example, the suppression 

of only one tax, the d!me, resulted in a JR,000 livres reduc

tion in the anticipated annual income of the College Louis

le-Grand.41 Others felt the loss through decreases in dona

tions and gifts . Patrons who previously derived great wealth 

from feudal dues were now either unwi1ling or unable to sup

port educational facilities, 42 

40Godechot, pp, J8J-J84, 

41Ponteil, p. 5. 
42 Gontard , p, 92 , 
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Another serious blow to institutions of learning re

sulted from the decision of the Assembly in November 1789, ~· to 

nationalize most church properties, Althou~h some educational 

establishments were still able to operate on revenues from 

holdings exempt from the decree, their deathblow came in Octo

ber 1790, as a consequence of the state's decision to secular

ize all remaining ecclesiastical properites, 43 

Along with underminin~ the church's financial control 

over the schools, the state systematically destroyed the power 

of religious leaders in administrative matters, In November 

1789, the Assembly took an important step in this direction by 

prohibiting the admission of new members into religious orders; 44 

this action threatened future supplies of instructors loyal to 

the church, Other important moves toward state control over ed

ucation soon followed, In April 1790, the Assembly voted to as

sume all financial responsibilities for the church which, of 

course, also meant responsibility for the schools, 45 In July 

1790, the ~overnment issued the important Church Establishment 

act which transformed the church into a state department, The 

legislative body expanded the act in March 17911 the new ruling 

required all teachers, lay or ecclesiastical, to take an oath 

of allegiance to the new constitution, The destruction of any 

remaining fragments of church authority over the schools came 

43Ponteil, pp, 51-52, 

44 Barnard, p, 60, 

45v• 20 1gnery, p, , 
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to an end in AuHust 1792, with a decree that forbade reli~ious 

· · t · f 1 . 46 con~re~ations to operate insti ut1ons o . earnin~. 

DurinF. the years in which the state won the ri~ht to 

direct the nation's educational program, many individuals fo

cused their attention on the question of schools. Debates in 

the Assembly as well as numerous articles in the press and 

pamphlets reflect the si~nificance that ~renchmen obviously 

attached to the problem. 

For the little people, however, the bour~eois plans 

proposed for legislative consideration in the Assembly did 

not offer effective solutions for their immediate needs. From 

various Parisian sections (wards) came appeals for practical 

instruction rather than for academic trainin!.!, 47 The sans

culottes frequently expressed their desire for a type of ed

ucation that would enable the individual to acquire a pro

ductive and useful m~tier (trade). 48 The bour2:eois-controlled 

le2:islatures in the years between 1789 and June 1793, however, 

lar,qely ignored popular pleas; members of the lea:islative 

body repeatedly suggested and considered plans that were ori

ented towards middle-class values . In addition to the teaching 

of readin~ , mathematics , and writing , their programs v.enerally 

included provisions for higher learning, the study of foreign 

lanauav.es , the formation of extensive libraries, and the de-

l-1-6 
Godechot, pp . JR4-3R5, 

L~7 A, P., LXVIII, 249, JRO . 
48 Ibid . , 2 5 .5 • 
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velopment of the sciences. Such a course of study obviously had 

little appeal to the common people, 49 

The work of the Comte de Mirabeau is an example of an 

instructional plan in which one senses a strong bourgeois in

terpretation of the education question; he desired reforms, 

but not a complete break with the past. In short, rather than 

calling for far-reaching, democratic proposals, Mirabeau merely _ 

recommended adjustments in the old system, For instance, the 

curriculum that he proposed was essentially a combination of 

traditional disciplines stressed during the ancien re~ime-

reli~ion, Latin, and language skills--with the more modern 

subjects of French, science, and modern history.SO 

Mirabeau's reluctance to carry the ideals of a democra

tic revolution too far is also revealed in other aspects of his 

proposal, Reflecting a view held by many members of the bour

geoisie--the belief that it was impractical as well as dangerous 

to provide free education for all--Mirabeau suggested the charging 

of tuition at all stages of his multileveled program,51 This was 

obviously aimed at making education available only to an elite 

few, In addition, according to his plan, the old custom that 

offered superior educational opportunities to males was to be 

maintained; schoolirn; for females was considered to be neither 

49soboul, Parisian Sans-Culottes, pp, 92-93. 

SOPonteil, pp, 53-54, 

51vignery, p, 21. 
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practical nor wise , 52 

The most striking feature of Mirabeau'.s project con

cerned an innovation at the top of the educational scale which, 

of course, would not have directly benefited many of the pop

ulace, He encoura~ed the establishment of a great national 

lvcfe (institute) in Paris , This facility was t o serve the 

most gifted scholars in the nation as a center for research 

d t . . 53 an raJ.n1rn7-. -

Although the great orator's plan was widely discussed, 

his project was never offi cially laid before the Constituent 

Assembly. The first plan offe red as a f ormal proposal for le~

islative consideration was Talleyrand's Report on Public Edu-

t . 54 ca ion • 

. In many ways, 'ralleyrand 's proposal was similar to Mira

beau's. Talleyrand , too, assumed a basically academic approach 

to the question of education . Althou~h he proposed a curricu

lum that incorporated a wide range of subject matter, it con

tained little to satisfy the needs of the poor urban population, 

For example, he called for the extensive teaching of mathematics 

and the placin~ of great emphasis on the correct use of the 

French lan.q;ua £Te, In addition, training was t o be offered in 

modern lan~uages, composition, practical sciences, history, ge

ography, physical education, and civi c and moral instruction,55 

52 66. ' Barnard , p . 

53Ponteil , p , 53 , 
5¼, . V1P",nery , p, 22. 

55Barnard , pp , 71-75, 
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Once again , it was clearly ev ident that this member of the bour

~e oisie did not understand the aspirati ons of the sans-culottes, 

Supplementing the above formal educational pro~ram, rreat 

public f estivals were proposed as a means to teach and dramatize 

the ideals of the new state. 56 In addition, Talleyrand believed 

that the general public should be exposed to learning through 

libraries. One public library was to be established in every 

department; they were to be organized with books that had for

merly belonged to the church. According to his estimate, there 

were more than four million v olumes in France that could be 

used for this purpose.5 7 

The above suggestions again reflect Talleyrand's lack 

of understanding of the needs and desires of the popular classes. 

Although the establishment of libraries was a laudable gesture, 

it probably meant little to the simple people, In such f acilities 

they saw little means for the improvement of their condition. 

Presented in the closing weeks of the Assembly in 1791, 

Talleyrand 's plan was too complex for the representatives to 

discuss thoroughly. 58 Thus, the legislative body did not act 

on his ideas, and the nation was still without an official ed

ucational program, 

In 1791, however, two important steps were taken to

ward the establishment of an instructional system. First, 

56 · A.P., XXX , 526-5Jl . 

57Ibid., 469. 

58v· 24 1gnery, p , . 
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the preamble to the Constitution of 1791 provided for the cre

ation of public schools open to the children of all French citi

zens,59 Second, in October 1791, the legislative Assembly created 

a Committee of Public Instruction to investigate the problem of 

formulating an educational program, The Assembly appointed the 

Marquis de Condorcet, a philosophe and admirer of Rousseau and 

Tur~ot , to head the committee, 60 

In a plan that took six months to prepare, Condorcet 

reported his ideas to the Assembly on April 21 and 22, 1792~ 

Throughout the famous report Condorcet reflected his basic 

philosophy that popular education was the basis for human pro

gress . Therefore, a good educational program, in his view, would 

improve both man and society. 61 Society, for its own good as 

well as for the welfare of the individual, was obliged to pro

vide gratuitous education at the primary level for a11. 62 

Clearly revealing the principle of equality--a prin

ciple common to the thinking of most eighteenth-century phil

osonhes--Condorcet reminded the leg islators that they must not 

be guilty of extending political equality to all men without 

equally providin~ them with the means to learn about and to 

comprehend their liberties. A man who had no means to become 

acquainted with his rights was at a serious disadvantage with 

59John Hall Stewart, A Documentary Survey of the French 
Revolution (New York: Macmillan Company, 1951), p, 232. 

60Ponteil , p . 60. 

61 Stewart, p . 346. 
62 Gontard, p. 87. 
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those who did; and this , he stated, was simply another form 

O·f ~Jae 63 
u. V ry, 

Condorcet's passion for equality in education even ex

tended to women, Unlike Mirabeau and Talleyrand who rejected 

this idea, he ar~ued that men and women were politically and 

intellectually equal; thus, both deserved the ripht ·of equal 

access to learning opportunities. Furthermore, his reasoning 

included the modern concept that family relationships were 

far stron~er and more meanin~ful when both partners had a 
- 64 

comparable deRree of education, 

Althou£h Condorcet's thoughts on equality of education 

were different from those expressed in earlier plans, in many 

other areas his ideas varied only slightly fr om previous bour

geois -oriented projects. It appears that he was either unwilling 

or unable to recognize that the solution to the pressing edu

cati onal needs of the urban dwellers did not lie in academic 

training , Similar to the thinking of Mirabeau and Talleyrand, 

Condorcet, too, suggested a complex system of schools with a 

curriculum that included classes ±n~f~ading~ wtitinf~ atith

met ic, civic morality, science, f oreign languages, social 

studies, and the study of commerce. 65 This course of study 

clearly appealed to the middle-class or those with commercial 

interests, not to the common people , 

63Marquis de Condorcet, Ra ort sur l'OrPanization 
g~n~rale de l'Instruction publiq_u_e--P-a-r~i_s_:_J_u __ l_e_s_~-10_u_r_e_a_u __ et 
fi ls, l RRJ ), p. 5 , 

64 Gontard, p. 88 , 

65Ponteil , pp. 61- 62 . 
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Another feature in Condorcet's proposal that undoubtedly 

met with the disapproval of the urban population was his atte~pt 

to shield the educational system from outside influences. Re

flectinP a spirit of political and reli~ious freedom that was 

characteristic of the Enlightenment, he rejected the idea that 

public education must be a combination of indoctrination and 

. 11 1 t . . 66 C d t . . d th 1 inte ectua raining, on orce envisione e c assroom as a 

laboratory where the concepts of equality and freedom of thought 

ou~ht to be demonstrated and practiced, 67 The teacher's role in 

the learnin~ process was ta instruct students in facts, not to 

inculcate reli~ious or political dogma. 68 The instructor was not 

to be concerned with opinions and beliefs; this was solely the 

responsibility of the child's family or church. 69 In his view, 

neither the state nor the church had any right to interfere with 

the privilege of the student to criticize the political, social, 

or reli~ious institutions of his country; the proper role of 

the state was to create and guide the educational system, but 

it was never to act as its master. 70 

For the sans-culottes, the above view must have been 

bewilderin~ and confusing. Believin~ that their newly won free

doms were in constant jeopardy from those ea~er to destroy the 

Revolution , the urbanites deemed it shee~ lunacy to refrain 

66v. ignery, 

67Gontard, 

p. 26. 

p, RB. 

6R Condorcet, pp. 63-68, 
69 rbid. , p, 6. 

?Oibid., pp. 4-6. 



from includinrr their political and moral values in their child

ren's education , They saw in such teachin~s a. powerful weapon 

that would insure the permanence of the Republic, Without such 

training , their ~ause wou ld J1ave been defenseless aqainst those 

who hoped to turn the calendar back to the era befor e 1789. Por 

the~e people , the destiny of the Revo lution lay in their child

ren, and it seemed absolutely essential to instill its ideals 

into the impressionable minds of the nation's youth, 71 Thus , 

accordina to the view of many , this aspect of Condorcet's pro

posal was unrealistic, impractical, and extremely dan~erous. 

Like its predecessors, the Condorcet Plan was not en

acted into law, Presented on the same day that war was declared 

a~ainst Austria, it received little attention, The le~islators 

were far too occupied with the problems of the impendin~ con

flict to devote much attention to the plan; thus, the question 

of education was postponed for future consideration, 72 The na

tion, therefore , was still without an organized instructional 

pror.:ram , and schools that were able to remain open did so on 

a haphazard, unorganized basis, 

As shown above, the educational plans that were pre

sented by bour~eois spokesmen in the Assembly did not essentially 

meet the fundamental demands of the urban masses; they did not 

reflect their feelin~s nor their needs, One must now turn to 

popular views on education to determine what the ob jectives of 

the sans -culottes were and what types of pro;c:;rams they envisioned. 

71 A , P. , LXV I I I , 2 5 5 , 
72 La Fontainerie, p, 315, 

_I 
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CHAPTER IV 

POPULAR VIEWS ON FEATURES AND AIMS OF EDUCATION 

General Characteristics 

From June 1793 to July 1794, the sans-culottes played a 

vital role in the political affairs of the new revolutionary gov

ernment, The urban dwellers, however, did not lose sight of their 

interest in social matters and, in particular, the problem of ed

ucation. In fact, after June 1793, their concern in this area 

grew even keener, for they realized that schools were a valuable 

means by which they could reinforce their political gains and, 

at the same time, obtain their social objectives, 73 

. Although the little people expressed varying opinions 

on problems dealinv with education, one can, nevertheless dis

tinguish several basic themes that appear to be common in their 

thoughts , Certain characteristics were clearly fundamental to 

their cause and constant in their pleas. 

One common feature in their demands concerned the need 

for the immediate establishment of a public educational program; 

their appeals were characterized by a sense of desperate urgency, 

They were simply appalled that after a lapse of nearly four years 

the state was still without an official policy on instruction. 

From the various Parisian sections (wards) came urgent requests 

73Albert Soboul, Les Sans-Culottes parisiens en l'An II 
(Paris: Librairie Clavreuil, 195R), p. 497, 
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for the new democratically-controlled Convention to take prompt 

action toward the implementation of a program. An example of 

such sentiment can be found in the testimony of a citizen from 

the Section Faubourg- Montmartre, According to his observati on, 

the common P:ople in his part of the city wanted a quick solution 

to the problem of public instruction. 74 A similar appeal t o the 

Convention came from a citizen of the Section Poissoniere. Ther~, 

he reported, children, mothers, and fathers were anxiously await

in,o: the immediate organ ization of an educational program, 75 One 

finds the same plea from the Section Droits de l'Homme as well 

as from the Section les Amis de la Patrie, 76 Joseph Fouche, a 

Jacobin member of the Convention, clearly reflected the above 

feelin0: throur:h his statement: "If our schools are quickly or

ganized, we shall have consummated the greatest of revolutions. 1177 

Another common thought among the Parisians was the be

lief that something totally new was needed; a system of insti

tutions of made over church schools was unacceptable. 78 The pro

grams that emerged from the thoughts of the little people were 

characterized by bold and innovative approaches; all demanded 

a complete break with the past. 

74 A.P,, LXVIII, 255, 

75 Ibid., 316, 

76 Ibid., 2Q5, 711. 

77 ,rhe Maclure Collection of French Revolutionar Ma
terials (hereafte r Maclure Collection , 111 :lR. J. Fouche, 
R~flexions sur l' Education ubli ue (Paris: Imprimerie Na
tionale, n,d. , p, 2, 

?Ribid., 1115:1, Petition presentee ~ la Convention ~ar 
la Commune les Sections les Districts ruraux et les Societes 
populaires et reunies Paris : Imprimerie Nationale, n,d. , pp, 1-6. 
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Albert Soboul, the great historian of the sans-culottes, 

emphasized an additional common feature found. in their v iews; 

this was the demand for free instruction. 79 There are numerous 

examples of statements made by the little people that subtan

tiate Soboul's view, The Jacobin lawyer Joseph Lequinio, for in

stance, envisioned a ~raduated tax based on wealth as a means 

to operate the schools; under no circumstances was the lack of 

money to be a hindrance to those seeking instruction. Stressinp 

that it was the duty of the wealthy to provide the state with 

the bulk of the needed funds, he argued that, even thou£h the 

wealthy may have worked hard to earn their riches, they, never

theless, took their money at some point from society. Thus, 

it was their duty to return at least a portion of their materi

al ~ains to their fellow citizens, and support of public ed

ucation would be a fitting manner for them to meet this obli-

t . PO 
P:-a ion, 

Examination of the educational views of the urbanites 

also reveals the theme that ~reat personal sacrifice and coura~e 

were essential to the success of their program. They believed 

that history would judge their deeds and that it was vital for 

them to succeed. Leaders made it clear that republican education 

would not always be easy to accept; they warned their followers 

that children would often be involved in manual labor, In ad

dition, •parents could expect to be separated from their sons 

79soboul, Sans-Culottes An II, p. 496, 
80Maclure Collection, 1039:2, J. Lequinio, Discours sur 

l'Education commune (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1793), pp. 
5-7. 
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d d . d f t. Bl and daughters f or exten e per10 so 1me, 

Although they believed their task to 9e a difficult one, 

the urban population expressed a feeling of optimism and great 

pride in attempting to meet the challen~e of establishing an 

egalitarian educational system. They were certain that future 

generations would applaud their courageous actions and would 

admire their efforts, 82 Deputy Lequinio reminded the sans

culottes that France was not the first nation to experience 

liberty. Others had previously known the joys of freedom, but 

they had been unable to maintain their gains because they had 

neither the will nor the power to establish the necessary ed

ucational institutions. This, he warned, must never be allowed 

to happen in France; the common people must have the courage 

to introduce and maintain an instructional system that would 

sustain the popular movement. 83 

A distinguishing feature of the sans-culotter ie was its 

passion for simplicity. This characterized its dress, speech, 

and mode of living; and, as one might expect, this trait also 

appeared in its thoughts on education. The suggestions that 

the petits-gens offered on the subject were consistently marked 

with the demand for simplicity, Typical of such feelings were 

those of Citizen Isambert from the Section Faubourg du Nord 

Rl ·Maclure Collection, 1115:2, J. Le Clerc, Discours 
sur l' I nstruction publique (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1793), 
pp, 4-12. 

82 Ibid,, 1115:24, J. Lequinio, Discours sur l' Educat ion 
commune (Pari s : Imprimerie Nationale, 1793), p. 6. 

BJibid., pp. 1-2. 
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who commented that an educational program acceptable to the 

populace had to be uncomplicated because the only lanruape it 
• Bl-1-lmew was simple. In short, for the urbanites, simple laws 

were the wisest and most effective, and this was particularly 

applicable to education. 

General Objectives 

The thoughts of the sans-culottes on what was to be 

tau~ht reflected to a substantial degree their passion for sim

plicity and utility. Drawing much·of their inspiration from 

Rousseau's Emile, the common people formulated ideas that were 

basically uncomplicated and designed to accomplish immediate 

and definite goals. 85 

For the urban dwellers, the objectives of the instruc

tional program could be broken down into three general cata

gories, First, they believed that schools should provide the 

individual with utilitarian training; an educated person should 

be familiar with physical work. In addition, civic education 

belonged in the curriculum; it was impossible to be a good citi

zen without understanding one's rights and obligations, Finally, 

moral training was assigned a signifiriant role in the total pro

gram, No education could be considered complete without effec

tive instruction in rules and standards of conduct, 86 

8/J, 
' A , P , , LXV I I I , 3 8 0 , 

85 Soboul, Sans-Culottes An II, p, 498, 
86 Ibid, 
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Although the little people did not orig inate the idea 

of moral traininp, they considered it to be an integral part 

of their pro~ram. Such instruction, in their view, simply re

ferred to the teaching of simple acts of kindness and virtuous 

behavior. The objective in moral training was the realization 

of a society where living with one' s fellow man would be more 

meaningful and enjoyable, 87 

An example of what the urban masses desired from moral 

education can be found in the thoughts of the Montagnard Nich

olas Hentz. In a report presented to the Convention, he proposed 

a program stressing such qualities as truthfulness, kindness, 

gratitude, obedience, respect, loyalty, and responsibility to 

the nation, 88 Accordingto his thoughts , the teaching and imple

menting of the above traits would lead to a vast improvement of 

man and society. Hentz summed up his ideas with the idealistic 

view that the new republican reg ime should establish an instruc

tional system that would try to make men better than the laws, 89 

Deputy Jean-Bon St, Andre was another who treated the 

question of moral instruction, His idea of such training in

volved the instruction of simple rules of behavior, He commented 

that the son of Mary did not prescribe an elaborate code to His 

followers; Christ was content to ·recommend justice,good deeds~ 

and prayers. St, Andre advised Frenchmen to follow this wise 

87~aclure Collection , 1114:11. F , Daunau, Essai sur l'In
struction uublioue (Paris: Imprimerie Nat ionale, 1793), pp. 17-18. 

88
rbid., 1114: 19. N. Hentz, Sur l' Instruction publique 

(Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1793), pp , 16-18 , 
89 Ibid., p, 1. 



example, 90 

In addition to being valuable to the individual, .the 

common people looked upon the development of moral qualities 

as being extremely vital to the interests of the new state, 

Those imbued with republican feeling s saw in such training 

34 

the fundamental inRredient for the growth and preservation of 

their egalitarian spirit, Without moral instruction, the f oun

dations of the Republic would be seriously weakened, and the 

nation would unquestionably perish. 91 

The sans-culottes of the Section de la Place des Fe

deres were in complete accord concerning the importance of 

moral training in the instructional program. Their simple 

reasoning led them to the following conclusion: without moral 

trainin~ there could be no virtue; and, without virtue, t here 

could be no mutual understanding and respect--the cornerstone s 

of a re publican system. 92 They obv iously could not env ision an 

educational system for their egalitarian state that did not 

incorporate moral instruction, 

Deputy Hentz was another strong supporter of such train

ing as a part of the total learning process. He warned aga i nst 

the dangers of self-interest and selfishness. Insisting that 

the children of the nation must be taught -at all costs to curb 

( Par i s : 
90I bid,, 1115 : 8 , J . St, Andre, Sur l' Educat ion nati onale 
Imprimerie Na t iona l e , s ,d,), p , 9 

91soboul, Sans-Culottes An II, pp, 496-498. 
92 Ibid,, p, 498, 



these vices, Hentz commented that egoism was the greatest enemy 

of the Republic because it fostered inequalites and made the es

tablishment of an egalitarian society impossible. 93 Jean Leclerc, 

an enraPe ( a name g iven to a group of extremists who demanded a 

series of social and economic reforms favorable to the poor), ex

pressed a similar opinion. He, too, saw in moral training which 

stressed equality among men, _the means to prevent aristocrats from 

perpetuating their haughtiness and superior tendencies--traits 

that he viewed as being inconsistent with republican ideals. 94 

From the Section des Droits de l'Homme came the same 

sentiments, In an address to the Convention on the fourth an

ni~ersary of the fall of the Bastille, leaders from this part 

of Paris made it clear that they wanted an instructional pro-

gram emphasizing the teaching of duty and virtue. Give u~ such 

instruction, they-pleaded, and you will create invincible de

fenders of,the Republic. 95 

Along with demanding moral training, the urban masses 

requestpd civic instruction; numerous groups and individuals 

expressed this request to the Convention. Typical of such pe

titions was that of Citoyenne (female citizen) Bayard from the 

Section Bon Conseil. On July 7, 1793, she asked for an educa

tional program leading to the development of Spartan-like vir-

93Maclure Collection, 1114:19. Hentz , Sur l'Instrcution 
publi ou e , pp. 19-20. 

94 rbid., 1115:2, Le Clerc , Di.scours sur l'Instruction 
publigue, pp . 5-10. 

95 A,P,, LXVIII, 711. 
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tues in youth and the promotion of patriotic f eelings. 96 Others 

echoed this thoupht and added that educational pro.crrams must 

teach the concepts of liberty and equality along with the ex

planations of natural and civil law, In a similar vein, the So

cifte patriotique du Luxembourg saw a need for instruction on 

comparative governments, Confident of the superiority of their 

republican system, these sans-culottes saw in this form of civ 

ic education a means to reveal the evils that flowed from ty

rannical regimes and the good that resulted from republican 

rule, 97 

For many of the urban dwellers, the idea of civic train

ing also extended to the treatment of questions dealing with re

lig ion, The little people evidently saw in the Catholic Church 

a great danger to their republican reg ime, and they loudly ex

pressed this fear to their representatives in the Convention, 

For example, Section Pantheon-Frangais urged an all-out cam

paign to expose the horrors of the church, It demanded the cre

ation of ecoles de liberte (freedom schools) in every canton 

of the Republic, Suggesting that the function of these schools 

would be to counter the propaganda that the bigots continued 

to spread in France, it proposed the operation of these repub

lican institutions .on Sundays and on all holy days,98 

96Ibid,, LXVIII, 381, 

97soboul, Sans-Culottes An II, p, 497, 

98 A,P,, LXXIV, 265, 
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; . 
The petition from the Section Pantheon-Frangais ex-

panded its thou~hts and warned that the Republic needed a com

plete educational pro,o;ram that would counter the scourge of 

their egalitarian state--the church, According to the signers 

of the document, destruction of the "menace" could most ef 

fectively be achieved through emphasizing the rights and du

ties of all citizens, Stating that the threat posed by the 

church was based on the general lack of education among the 

poor urban masses, the petitioners appealed to the Convention 

to help them gain their liberties by promoting civic instruction 

that would defeat the influence of the church. Their petition 

pointed out that only superstition and ignorance were keep

ing .the Republic from replacing the papal tiara with the red 

cap of the Revolution, 99 

In addition to moral and civic instruction, common 

people were unanimous in their requests for practical train

ing , They demanded useful education that would assure their 

h . ld f t l O O A . th . P · · c i ren a secure u ure, gain, e various arisian 

sections expressed their feeling s on this aspect of education. 

Three sections from St. Antoine, a part of Paris inhabited 

mainly by the working class, and one from Faubourn:-Montmartre, 

demanded that professional training should be a part of any 

plan deemed appropriate for the Republic, In addition to point

ing out the obvious result of manual training--the preparation 

of the individual to earn a living--they were sufficiently 

sophisticated in their reasoning to incorporate sociological 

99Ibid. 

lOOSoboul, Sans-Culottes An II, p , 498. 



arguments in their pleas. In their view, vocational training 

f or all was the key to the creation of a more content ed so

ciety ; social harmony and happiness could never be achieved 

without the development of the individual's ability to live 

off his own labors. It was impossible for a harmonious so

ciety to exist when some elements thrived on the labor of 

101 others. 
Jean-Henri Hassenfratz , a spokesman of the Section 

Faubourg- Montmartre, saw another important reason why practical 

instruction was needed, In a speech delivered to the Jacobin 

Club, he warned that enemies of the Revolution of May 31 (the 

movement that expelled the Girondins from the Convention), 

would attempt to undermine the strength of the nation by 

weakening the schools; they would call for educational pro

r rams providing no means for practical training . Hassenfratz 

charged that their enemies did not want the Republic to have 

competent, energetic young people; they wanted the nation's 

schools to be capable of producing nothing more dangerous than 

d d . 102 I h . H ancers an singers. n sue a view, assenfratz expressed 

a feeling that was held by many of the democratically-ori

ented urban groups--the fear that the nation would soon be

come enslaved to neighboring states if it .did not provide an 

educational system that encouraged the development of manual 

skills in which the child learned to work with his hands and 

lOlA.P., LXVIII, 256 . 

l02 Ibid. , 210. 
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to use his muscles, 

To the sans-culotterie, r~raduated schools stressin::r 

academic sub~ects were not only unnecessary, they were harm

ful . A hierarchical system inevitably produced cupidity and 

eP:oism--elements that, as cited above, many viewed as beine; 

extremely dangerous to a republic. St, Andre, a frequent 

spokesman for the views of the little people, was extremely 

critical of any program includin~ graded schools in its 

makeup, In his view , they produced nothing more than a mul

titude of mediocre scholars who were simply added burdens 

on the poor workers.lOJ 

In addition, the petitions of the urban dwellers re

flect another dan~er that they imag ined in the establishment 

of intellectual training , Again , it was St. Andre who effec

tively summarized their ideas . In this type of education, he 

warned , there was always the inherent dan.crer of producing a 

priesthood of intellectuals with its objective beirn:,_: the sup-

104 pression of the ri~hts and liberties of the poor . 

Thus , from the above , one can conclude that the ob

,iective of education , according to the sans-culottes , was the 

preparation of virtuous, productive , and loyal citizens. 

Through moral , civic , and practical trainin~ rather than by 

intellectual education, the common people hoped to improve 

political , social , and economic conditions for themselves and, 

lOJMacJ.ure Collection, 1115:R, St, Andre~ Sur l'Edu
cation nationale, p , R, 

104Ibid. , pp . R-9 . 



more important, for future generations. It now remains to be 

seen how these general objectives were translited into con

crete educational programs. What did their leaders propose? 
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CHAPTER V 

THE LEPELE'rIER PROJECT 

With the imprisonment of the kin~ in August 1792, the 

cours e of the Revolution assumed a new direction, Of prime sig 

ni f icanc e i n t he changes that occurr ed was the election of a 

new and more democratic leg islative or~anization, the National 

Conv ention, It was with this body that the hopes of the sans

culottes lay for an educational program that would be more 

re presentative of their needs and demands, 

Althou~h the common people presented various sug~estions 

to t he newly elected le~islature, more pressinp demands pre

vented t he Convention f rom actin~ on their proposals, By the 

fall of 1792, the dele ~ates had to contend with such vital prob

lems as ext ernal war, civil strife, and the trial and execution 

of the kin.rr . 105 

With the death of Louis XVI in January 1793, members 

of the Convention began to turn their attention to the question 

of public instruction, 106 The importance of the problem can be 

seen in the dole rates' decision to place education permanently 

on the leg islative agenda, Only two other matters, war and 

finance, were accorded such preferential treatment. 107 

lOS -Barnard, 

106v. i rr:nery, 

io7 I b id. 

p. 101. 

p. 54, 
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In February 1793, the Convention passed another rul

ing that reflected its deep concern. It approv~d a resolu t ion 

by deputy Gilbert Romme to devote every Thursday to the dis

cussion of education until a solution was found. Le Moniteur, 

the off icial government journal, reported that his suggestion 

was received with an enthusiastic reception by both the dele

gates and the spectators in the convention hali, 108 

Even though extensive time was devoted to the question 

of public instruction, little positive legislation was en

acted, For the little people, it was not until the expulsion 

of the Girondists from the Convention in June 1793, that they 

began to see indications that their appeals were being heard, 

The Montagnard-controlled Convention moved swiftly to 

confront the issue, On July 3, it appointed a commission of 

six with instructions to formulate a workable plan and to 

have it ready within ten days, 109 On July 13, Robespierre, 

a member of the commission, presented a plan written by the 

martyred Michel Lepeletier, and, for the first time, an ed

ucational project embracing the views of many sans-culottes 

was placed before the national legislative body, 110 

lO BR~im ression de l'ancien Moniteur de uis la Reunion 
des Etats - G~neraux ·usqu'au Consulat hereafter Moniteur , 32 
vols; Paris : 18 0-18 5 , XV, no. 38 , February 7, 1793. 

109J . r:u illaume ( ecJ. ) , Proc e s - verbaux du Comi t e d ' In
struct ion publique de la Convention nat ional (hereafter P . V.), 
(6 vo l s .; Paris , 1P91 -1907 ), II , AA , --

llOMoniteur, XVII , no. 194, July 13, 1793, 
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The author of the scheme, Lepeletier , was, prior to 

1789, a member of the noblesse de robe and he~d a seat in the 

powerful parlement of Paris, Early in the course of the Revo

lution his sentiments had shifted to those of the popular 

cause, and he had eventually become closely identified with 

republican ideals, On January 20, 1793, the day after he voted 

for the execution of Louis XVI, a fanatic royalist assassinated 

Lepeletier, and, almost immediately, he became a great hero 
111 to those who espoused the republican cause, 

Although Lepeletier's bourgeois background probably 

influenced his thinking to some degree, his plan, nevertheless, 

enjoyed great popularity among many influential leaders of the 

city's population, If the sentiments of such leaders as Robes

pierre, Bourdon , and Lequinio were representative of the feel

ings of the rank and file, many aspects of the project were 

evidently in close harmony with the prevailing mood of the 

urban dwellers, 

At the heart of Lepeletier's plan was a theme that 

the populace unquestionably approved--common and equal edu

cation for all, To accomplish this, he proposed the estab

lishment of approximately 25,000 communal boardin~ schools 

with compulsory attendance f or all boys between the ages of 

five and twelve and for all girls between five and eleven, 

Tb insure the cooperation of all parents, harsh penalties, 

such as increased taxes and revocation of civic rights, 

111 A. Kuscinski , Dictionnaire des Conventionnels 
(Paris: Librairie F , Rieder , 1917), p . 400, 



112 were proposed , 

One of the features of the plan that was most attrac

tive to the common people concerned the proposed routine in 

the above institutions, Clothing and food were to be plain, 

and the general existence of the student was to be a Spartan

like experience. Although the bourgeois passion for economy 

and efficiency may have led Lepeletier to su~gest such an ar

rangement, it was, nevertheless, in perfect harmony with the 

views of the idealistic sans-culottes, For them, such a pro

gram echoed their sentiments that· self-control and sacrifice 

were important character-building influences. 

The proposed curriculum in the communal boarding 

schools was also in accord with the feelings of the urban 

population. Boys and g irls were required to spend most of 

the school day in ateliers or factories. In addition, males 

were to learn the rudiments of measuring and surveyinp while 

g irls became familiar with needlework and laundry chores. 

Every child, of course, was also expected to master the ele

mentary principles of reading , writing , and ciphering ,llJ Al

thou.crh one can speculate that bourgeois observe,rs saw in such 

training the assurance that the natiori would be .guaranteed 

a skilled labor force, at the same time, the curriculum 

clearly appealed to those who followed the teachings of Rous

seau, Throu~h this type of instruction, everyone was pro-

112A,P., IJCVIII , 66 3, 665 , 

llJibid. , 67 3. 



vided with an opportunity to learn a productive metier (trade). 

Another area of Lepeletier's plan that attracted the 

attention of the republican-minded urban groups concerned the 

provision for civic and moral training . The project su~gested 

the learning of national songs and important events in the 

history of the Republic. In addition, all students were to 

study the constitution, economy, and fundamental principles 

f l ·t 114 o mora i y, 

An interesting feature of the plan concerned Le

peletier 's ideas on the administration of the schools, Each 

school was to be in the hands of an elected council made up 

of fifty-two local fathers. Along with serving in the elected 

body, each father had the added responsibility of serving one 

week per year as the directeur (principal) of the institution, 115 

Althou~h Lepeletier stated that he selected this method of ad

ministering the schools because it would enable fathers to 

have some control over the upbringing of their children, one 

can speculate that the bourgeois virtue of thrift might have 

influenced him in his choice, It is interesting to note that 

Lepeletier completely avoided the subject of payment for the 

services that the fathers rendered, 

In the view of many sans-culottes, the above system 

of operating the schools was perfectly satisfactory. Imbued 

with a spirit of direct democracy, local control over their 

114Ibid., 114. 

llSibid., 670, 



schools seemed to be an excellent method to observe at close 

hand and to supervise those who instructed their children. 

46 

Another aspect of the proposal that strongly attracted 

the attention of the little people took the form of a corollary 

to the project, Lepeletier realized that implementation of com

pulsory education would be ruinous to poor parents who needed 

the services of their children to supplement the family in

come. Therefore, reimbursements for parents of school-aged 

children were suggested; the amounts ranged from 100 livres 

to JOO livres, with the larger amounts going to parents with 

more than eight children in school, The smaller sum was to be 

given to those with less than four offsprings in the board-

ing institutions. The payment of all such monies was contingent 

on proof that the mother had nursed and cared for the child her

self. In addition, the Republic was not to permit any eligible 

parent to refuse the recompense; wealthy parents with haughty 

attitudes would not be allowed to reject the offering . 116 

Although Lepeletier's scheme included many ideas that 

were favorable to the urban masses--freeeducation, moral train

ing , manual instruction, local control, reimbursements for par

ents--one suggestion was evidently contrary to the thinking of 

the majority of the common people, Lepeletier deemed it prac

tical and wise to provide approximately two percent of the stu

dent population with some form of higher education in a system 

of graded schools. 117 

116 Ibid. , 67 3. 

117Barnard, p. 122, 
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For nearly a month, leaders of the sans-culottes dis

cussed heatedly in the Convention as well as in the press and 

in pamphlets the feasibility of establishina a publicly sup

ported pro~ram of hi~her learnin~ . In the view of many, this 

type of educational structure was far too reminiscent of that 

which existed during the ancien re ~ime and should be removed 

from the plan , 

Reflectinf his egalitarian feelings , deputy Nicholas 

Hentz loudly objected to any project that included a graded sys

tem of schools. It was unjust, he stated, to force the poor to 

pay for a proPTam that maintained disciplines that were of no 

value to the security of the Republic. He reminded his fel-

low deputies that while the sans-culottes were overthrowinP 

the old re r ime, the intellectuals did nothin~ more strenuous 

than exercise their vocal chords and their writin~ hands. 

Higher education on a mass basis was not needed, and, further-

. t d t th . t f th R bl. llR more, 1 was angerous o e secur1 yo . e epu 1c, · 

Another aspect of the proposal, the communal boarding 

schools, also raised considerable controversy, The followers 

of the teachin~ of Rousseau could not reconcile the formation 

of such institutions with the thoughts of the great philosophe. 

A Montagnard , Clair Thibadeau, cited the maisons ~•e~alite (com

munal boardin~ schools) as obvious deviations from the way na

ture intended man to learn, The disciples of Emile made it clear 

that, it their mind, the mother was the child's natural nurse 

llf\. P . , LXIX, 67 5 . 



and the father was his natural teacher, 119 

At the same time, strong voices in the Convention 

countered the above objections. For those who believed it 

was vital to instill in children ~ood work habits and patri

otic virtues at an early age, the plan appeared to be the 

ideal solution. 

Their counter argument centered around the theme 

that, without self-sacrifice, the cause of the Revolution 

would be doomed; a truly republican and egalitarian society 

could not be established so long as selfish aristocratic par

ents continued to teach their children ideas of inequality, 

Thus, although it might be painful on a personal level, for 

the good of the nation, it was essential to remove young re

publicans from the evil influences that they might encounter 

at home. Robespierre and Lequinio denounced the opposition as 

b . k d d th t h th· l 20 eing wea an urge em o sow eir courage, 

Leaders of urban groups who favored Lepeletier's pro

ject saw in the compulsory institutions no serious deviation 

from the ideas of Rousseau. They pointed out that the first 

five years of the child's life were to be spent with his par

ents. Furthermore, in the communal schools, the child would 

still be under the direct influence and guidance of the fa-

119Maclure Collection, 1039:3, C, Thibadeau, Discours 
sur l'Education (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1793), p,7. 

12011 " t vnrr 23 A voni eur, nv , no, 7, up;ust 15, 1793, 



th . d. t 121 ers serving as irec ors. 

Perhaps the strongest support~r of the plan was Robes

pierre, For the Incorruptible, the proposal undoubtedly repre

sented a possible means of achieving one of his fondest goals-

the establishment of a moral and republican society. The Le

peletier project represented an opportunity to create a new 

122 people and to regenerate the human race completely, 

The deadlock in the struggle to approve the plan was 

broken on August 13. Danton entered the d.ebate with an amend

ment to the project which virtually destroyed the principal 

feature of the scheme--communal education. He praised the idea 

but, for the present, believed that it would be more practical 

to establish an educational system based on two kinds of schools-

the proposed communal institutions and day schools, Parents were 

to have the right to choose the kind of formal education they 

desired for their children, 12 3 

In addition to the above, his suggestion carried a rec

ommendation to set aside various other sections of the propo

sal for future consideration. Shortly after Danton presented 

his ideas, the Convention passed a decree embodying his sug-

t . 124 Th d . t 'th D t ' d t ges ions. e approve . proJec wi · an on s amen men s, 

however, was never executed, 

121Ibid. 
122 Ibid, , 

12 Jibid. , 

124Ibid, 

no, 

no. 

198, July 17, 1793. 

237, August 15, 1793. 



AlthouPh Lepeletier's plan was essentially rejected, 

its importance in the study of the educational views of the 

sans-culottes cannot be minimized, To a considerable dea-ree, 

it reflected their basic thou~hts on public instruction. It 

1,0 

is interestinP to note that only two areas of the extensive 

project created any real controversy; these , as cited above, 

were the su~pestions for compulsory boarding schools and hiph

er education. Furthermore, those who opposed the compulsory 

institutions did so on the basis of sociological ar~uments: 

they did not question the educatibnal aspects of such schools; 

They were perfectly satisfied with the suggested curriculum, 

daily routine, organization, method of operation, and con

trol over the teachers ; their only objection was the concept 

of separatin~ a child from his parents . 

Another siFnificance of the proj ect and the debate 

that surrounded i t lies in the publicity it ~ave to the belief 

held by the urban dwellers that education was vital to the 

state as well as to the individual. By emphasizing the theme 

that primary schools with compulsory attendance would serve 

as~ means to solidify and unite the Republic , the Montagnard 

dominated Convention helped to imprint · on the entire nation 

the new concept that public instruction was an essential ~oal 

of the Revolution. 12 5 
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CHAPTER VI 

POPULAR PRESSURE FOR EDUCATION 

With the passage of Danton 's vague amendment to Le

peletier's project on August 13, 1793, it was evident that 

spokesmen for the ~-culottes in the Convention were still 

unable to a gree on a workable, republican educational program. 

The nation was still without an instructional system, and par

ents were left, as they had been for the preceding four years, 

to provide instruction f or their children by any means pos

sible. 

During the weeks immediately following the rejection 

of the Robespierre-Lepeletier idea, the common people loudly 

voiced their displeasure over the leg islative body's lack of 

progress, Recognizing that public instruction was the key to 

the preservation of their republican nation as well as to the 

improvement of their living conditions, the urban masses clam

ored for immediate action. Between August 20 and 24, no less 

than ten Parisian sections presented petitions to the Con

vention; all demanded prompt leg islation implementinr public 
126 schools , 

The leader of the above movement to deluge the Con

vention with petitions was a young enra~~, Th~ophile Leclerc, 

Writin~ in his publication, L 'Ami du Peuple, a title borrowed 

126P. V,, II, 126, 
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from Marat 's famous newspaper , he ~xpressed the v iew that 

public instruction, on a free and mass basis, was the sole 

means of creatin2; men worthy of liberty, and, that without 

this type of education, it would be impossible to regenerate 

the human race. 127 Imbued with the above idea, he urged the 

people to express their demands to the Convention and went 

amonp the various sections of Paris coordinating the campaign 

for a public education program, In addition, he advised the 

little people on how to draft and present their petitions, 128 

The contents of the petitions were concise and harmon

ious in thought; all simply called for a system where in

struction would be force et commun ( compulsory and. equal). 129 

Revealing that the urban population evidently did not accept 

Lepeletier's idea of compulsory boarding schools, their pe

titions contained rro mention whatsoever of this aspect of his 

plan. 

At the same time that the sections were making their 

feelings heard, individuals, too, raised their voices in sup

port of the formulation of an educational program. On August 

27, a lad identified as a jeune republicain (young republican) 

complained about the lack of teachers ·with republican ideals 

in his part of Paris. The only available instructors, accord

ing to the young man, were priests who tau~ht ideas that were 

127
1 1 A · d P 1 8 A t 7 17 J 6 , mi u eup e, no. . , u ,c,:us , 9 , p. . 

128P, V., II, Lf-01-402, 

129 
Ibid., 402. 



irrelevant or unt rue, The youngster implored the Convention 

to replace all such teachers with re publican instructors who 

would teach their students to love the Republic and to show 

. 11 f 11 . t. 130 affection for a . e ow ci izens, 

Although members of the popular class made their de

mands known to their lawmakers, the leg islative body still 

failed to act, With an external and internal crisis facing 

the nation, the delegates were unwilling to become involved 

in a lengthy discussion over vague suggestions, Most felt 

that discussions on public education should be postponed un

til a detailed project was placed before the Convention. 131 

The urban dwellers, however, were not willing to ac

cept such an attitude, and they continued to make strong de

mands on the leg islature for an instructional program. The 

situation reached a climax on September 15, At 10:00 A. M~, a 

group of petitioners representing various sections, popular 

societies, the Paris Commune, and the Department of Paris, 

convened at the Jacobin Club in Paris, There, they selected 

spokesmen and then marched to the Convention, 132 

Unlike earlier groups that presented vague demands 

5J 

to the Convention, the crowd that marched on Septermber 15 

was armed with a detailed project that reflected a remarkable 

degree of thought and organization, Although it cannot be 

130 A,P,, LXXIII, 9, 

13lv· 97 i gnery, p. . 

132 P, V., II, 40 8 , 



determined precisely who was responsible for the document, 

three prominent ~onta~nards --Hassenfratz , Fourcroy , and MonPe-

were considered to be deeply involved in the project. 1 3 3 

Throu~hout the petition the common people emphasized 

their rirrht to a publicly supported educational system. They 

reminded the Convention that , without popular societies , nei

ther freedom nor the Convention would continue to survive in 

the nation . The theme was constantly echoed that it was the 

sans-culottes who kept the coals of the patriotic fire burn

in~. In return, a much desired instructional system was ex

pected . 134 Expressinv to a marked devree the thoughts of Robes 

pierre and Leclerc , signers of the document demanded the means 

to ameliorate the conditions of the human race. 1 35 

Indicating a ~reat dissatisfaction with traditional 

institutions of learninP, that still continued to operate. the 

petitioners demanded the closing of all 1 such schools within 

forty-five days; none was to be left open after November 1. 

To fill the gap , they suggested an instructional system based 

1 t h 1 d th 1 1 f h . h . t · t t · 136 one emen ary sc oo s an ree eves o ig er ins 1 u ions. 

As one miFht expect, the petition heavily stressed the 

instruction of manual work, and the sufgested pro~ram called 

~or a curriculum closely resemblinF that proposed by Lepele

tier. Students were to learn the di~nity of labor through ob-

lJ Jibid . , l-1,07-Li,08. 

134Ibid., 408, 

lJSibid, 

lJtS Ibid, 



servation and participation in workshops and fields. In ad

dition, a part of every day was to be spent in learnin~ the 

ri~hts and duties of citizens together with instruction in 

reading , writin~ , ~eoGraphy, gymnastics, and the Revolution, 1 37 

The most innovative feature of the September 15 petition , 

however, did not involve the elementary level; instead, it af

fected an area of education that one does not normally asso

ciate with the sans-culottes--higher instruction. Li ke Condor

cet's and Lepeletier 's projects , the plan brought before the 

Convention on September 15 also suggested a gratuitous , optional 

system of advanced schools; however, there was a substantial 

difference in this plan. In place of emphasizing traditional 

academic studies, it stressed advanced instruction in manual 

training and on other subjects with practical application, 

Jnthe schools of the first level of higher instruction, 

a two - year curriculum was proposed that concentrated on work 

with wood and stone, Students were expected to learn t o pro

fessionalize their skills, and, in short, to acquire the fine 

details of . their trade. In addition to the above routine, one 

day per week was to be devoted to the study of basic physics 

d th t t . 1 . . th h · l3R an ano er o prac ica experience wi mac ines, 

Although the populace would have undoubtedly preferred 

everyone to perfect a trade, they were realistic enough to re

alize that all were not capable of doin~ so, Therefore, they 

137 . L R 4 Ibid , , ~0 - 09 . 

138 . l Ih1_g_. , }09. 



devised another level of hi~her instruction available to any

one who had completed his elementary schoolin~ . Followinp 

closely the precepts of Rousseau, the framers of the petition 

prepared a curriculum that was designed to prepare the student 

to meet the practical problems of life . Alon~ with the teach

in~ of French, modern history, and political ideas, the course 

of study emphasized such pract ical subjects as food, shelter, 

clothing , self-iefense, and hyg iene, 139 

Finally, a third type of hi~her education was pro

posed; it was intended for those with unusual skills or tal

ents--attributes that were to be cultivated for the good of 

the state as well as for the individual, Although this level 

of instruction was more academic in nature than the other two, 

one can, nevertheless, sense the strong influence of Emile in 

its proposed program of study , Following Rousseau 's advice on 

140 the importance of the study of cosmography, the authors 

of the plan encouraged the study of geology , geography, and, 

in particular, astronomy, In addition, g ifted students were 

expected to study morals and to master advanced mathematics, 

h . d h . 141 p ysics, an mec anics, 

Immediately after the presentation of the project, 

deputy St, Andre moved that the Convention adopt the proposal 

139 4 P.V., II, 1 5 , 

140v ie et Oeuvres de Rousseau, ed. by Albert Schinz 
(Boston: D , C, Heath, 1921), pp, 250 -2 54 , 

1111 P. V., II , 415-LH?. 
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142 at once, Other deputies, however, expressed concern over 

the hi r,her levels of instruction recommended in the petition, 

Reflectin~ his lack of confidence in such institutions, deputy 

Cambon, the financial expert of the Convention, pointed out 

that the best place to learn the art of shoemaking was still 

in a shoemaker's shop, not in an academy, 143 

In opposition to Cambon, Bar~re, a member of the power

ful Committee of Public Safety, defended the petition, Believ

ing that the plan would fulfill perfectly the educational needs 

of the Republic, he demanded its immediate adoption, According 

to his view, this was truly a pro~ram that would be beneficial 

t th 1 1 t . 144 o e ~enera popu a ion, 

After a lenr-(thy and heated debate in which various as

pects of the petition were discussed, the Convention passed 

a motion that would delay final action on the plan for three 

days; this would enable the deputies to s t udy the proposal more 

fully, 145 Following the lapse of three days, however, none of 

the deputies called for a reopeninP. of debate, and the entire 

matter was referred to the Committee of Education for further 

. t· t· 146 inves HTa ion. 

For nearly two months, the committee made repeated 

su~gestions for educational programs, but its ideas were al-

142Moniteur, XVII, no, 262, September 19, 1793, 

143Ibid,, no, 261, September l R, 1793, 

144Ibid,, no, 262, September 19, 1793, 

1L1-5Tb. d .=._1:_,, no, 261, September 18 , 1793, 
146 rbid, 
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ways rejected. AlthouP.:h members of the Convention were in total 

a"reement over the question of elementary ins~ruction, they 

were hopelessly split over the question of hiPher education. 147 

A compromise simply could not be found that would resolve the 

conflict between those delevates who saw no value in hivher ed

ucation- -indeed, they saw a danper in it--and those with more 

moderate views . Spokesmen f or higher instruction, such as dep

uties Romme and Guyton , were always met with the ar~ument that 

institutions offerin~ advanced instruction would eventually pro 

duce an intellectual aristocracy, Reflectin~ the views of those 

opposed to the idea of graded schools, delepates Coup~ de l' 

Oise , Pierre Duhem , and Miche l Petit refused to tolerate any 

publicly supported educational system that incorporated schools 

b th 1 t 1 1 148 a ove e e emen ary eve . 

Upset by the committee ' s failure and aware that the 

urban dwellers were clamoring for some form of educational sys

tem, on November 15, the Committee of Public Safety appointed 

a new Committee of Education . The urgent nature of the educa

tional question is clearly revealed by the fact that such influ

ential men as Danton and Robespierre were chosen to serve on the 

newly formed committee, The work of this group was more succesful 

than that of its predecessor, and, on December 12, the Convention 

was able to agree on a project --the Bouquier pro~ram149 (to 

lL~7 · V1p:nery , p. 101. 

148Ibid,, pp , 100-105, 

IL1,9 
P . V., 827 . 



be discussed in the next chapter). 

Durinp the period between the presentation of the 

September 15 petition and the acceptance of the Bouquier pro

posal , a multitude of Rr oups and individuals expressed their 

displeasure over the state of education, Their dissatisfact ion 

was conveyed in the form of pamphlets, newspapers, letters, 

and speechs to the Convention, One can assume that this pres

sure undoubtedly played a significant role in the decision of 

the Convention to accept the Bouquier project . 

A strongly worded petition from the central committee 

of popular societies is an example of the pressure exerted on 

the le~islative body , Delivered on November 11, it condemned 

the lax attitude of the Convention toward those who continued 

to teach reli~ion , The committee stressed that it was time to 

renounce those who taught lies and superstition. These so-called 

teachers, accordin~ to the petitioners, were nothin~ more than 

perfidious drones and should be driven out of the nation and 

replaced with republican teachers , 15° 

A little later, the Societe des Cordeliers sent word 

to the Convent ion demanding the incorporation of Marat's ideas 

into the educational program, Believing that his writings would 

offer republican inspiration for youn~ minds, it urged the 

placement of copies of the "martyr's" works in every class

room of the Republic , 151 

l5Dibid., III , 2R-29 . 

l_5libid., 372-373, 
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On November 17, Citizen Da~uey demanded the right to 

speak before the Convention. In his remarks, he reminded the 

Convention to furnish every school room with a plaque bearin~ 

the De claration of the Rights of Man , This, in his opinion, 

would serv e to keep the spirit of the Revolution before the 

152 children's eyes, -

In a letter to the Convention, Citizen Be llocq poi~n

antly expressed his bewilderment over the Convention's lack 

of progress toward the findin2: of a solution for the educational 

question, He commented that the whole reason for the Revolution 

was the hope of amelioratin-C!; the conditions of the desti tute , 

and this could be most effectively accomplished through edu

cation. Bellocq could not understand why the Convention still 

permitted the common people of France to live in a shameful 

state of i~norance, 153 

Throu~h the above types of expressions to the Con

vention, the sans-culottes made their demand felt for an edu

cational program that would reflect their needs, The result 

of their efforts was the Convention's acceptance of the Bou

quier Plan. 

152 Ibid, , 31_5. 

153 61 A • P , , LXXV , !,J, , 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE BOUQUIER PLAN 

Althourrh on November 15, 1793, a new Committee of Pub

lic Instructi on was or rran ized and included amon~ its members 

Robespierre and Danton, the new body , like its predecessor, 

was still unable to formulate an acceptable educational pro

ject , Active leadership in the committee was sorely needed; 

but, at this time, Robespierre and Danton were engaged in a 

fu ll-fled ~ed campai gn to crush the H~bertists and other re

ligious skeptics and , thus, had little time to supply the 

necessary r uidance and advice, Moreover, dominated by the 

presence of these two influential men on the committee , other 

members were hesitant to act independently; thus , the com

mittee accomplished virtually nothinF, 154 

With no new plan forthcomin;,:r; from the Committee of 

Public Instruction , the only proposal available for consid..:. 

eration was a revised edition of one of Gilbert Romrne ' s 

earlier projects , 155 The deputy from the Department of Puy 

de D8me once again attempted the difficult task of strikin~ 

154. 1 Vignery , pp, 09-111, 

l55The mathematician Gilbert Romme was one of the 
dele~ates most interested in public education. Durin" the 
history of the Convention, he suprrested numerous projects; 
however, none was accepted. Jiis insistence that ~ome f orm 
of hi~her instruction should be available for those qualified 
to undertake it was , evidently, one of the prime reasons for 
the repeated rejection of his ideas, 
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a compromise between the lVtontarrnards who favored a .rrraded sys

tem of schools and those who were unalterably _opposerl to any 

pro~ram that involved institutions of hi~her learnin~. Since 

the possibility of such an a~reement seemed sli~ht, it ap

peared unlikely that the Convention would be able to provide 

the nation with an instructional program in the immediate fu-
1 c;6 ture. ., 

On December 1, however, prospects appeared bri~hter 

that the stalemate mi~ht be broken; a new and revolutionary 

plan was introduced that quickly gained the attention of mem

bers of the popular classes as well as their representatives 

in the Convention, The author of the project was the incon

spicuous Gabriel Bouquier, a Montagnard from Dordo~ne. Be

fore the Revolution, Bouquier was a mediocre painter who even

tually traded his less than brilliant artistic career for a 

minor position in the French Colonial Administration, In 1792, 

he was elected to the Convention where, until he presented 

his educational scheme, he contributed nothin~ more signifi

cant than a play celebrating the events of Au~ust 10 and a 

poetic eulouy of Narat, 157 

Bouquier ' s approach to the question of education was 

totally different from that taken by others who presented 

pro4ects to the Convention. He refused to a~ree that tra

ditional forms of schooling were the answer to the needs of 

1 c; 6 . 110 · V1Pnery , p , . 

157Kuscinski, pp, 76-77 . 



the :new republic. ~1 ransccmd inri: the issue of the desiral;ility 

of hi~her institutions, he questioned the effectiveness of 

any educational establishment- - either elementary or advanced. 

In his view , the most effective and most republican education 

was best achieved by simply workin~ with and observin~ the 

common people ; this was the most efficient means to expose 

a child to his necessary moral, civic, and physical train-

. 158 in.rr . -

Of particular importance in his educational scheme 

was the role of public meetings, ks a part of every child's 

schoolin~, regular attendance was required at sessions of 

the departments, the districts, the tribunals, and, above 

all, the popular societies, It would be ludicrous, he reasoned, 

to attempt to teach children their responsibilities and priv

ileges as citizens in the artificial atmosphere of a class

room when there existed perfect models for them to observe-

popular societies, This was where a child could meaninPfully 

learn the concepts of laws, morals, and human rights and truly 

sense the meanin~ of republican ideals. 159 

As a supplement to local meetings, great public fes

tivals were proposed as sources of moral and political train

ing, Such ceremonies were seen as character-building devices 

d h . 1 t t th bl. · · t 160 an as ve ices o rege:nera e e repu ican spiri . 

158A.P., LXXXI, 136 , 

159 . 
Ibid . , 136-137. 

160 
Ibid. , 138, 



In addition to the above, Bouquier's proposal called 

on various branches of the povernment to contribute t o the 

child's overall education. For example, every child was ex

pected to have some experience with the National Guard, Dy 

participatin~ in military training, young republicans would 

gain an understanding of heroic actions as well as valuable 

physical training , At the same time , the army was assiR;ned 

the duty of training those interested in such activi·ties as 

minin[(, . . . 161 surveying , or eng ineering . 

Along with the employment-of the various institutions 

of' the nat.ion, individuals ]2§_£_ se were to enjoy the privi

lege of participating in the instructional program, In every 

port, for instance, those familiar with maritime procedures 

had the obli:~ation to instruct those students seeking knowledge 

in the naval sciences, For those who sou~ht medical traininF , 

public health officials were expected to teach all the nec-

t h 
. 162 essary . ec nique s . 

A feature of the program that undoubtedly appealed to 

the common people was the emphasis the plan placed on manual 

instruction, Believing that it was dangerous for a free nation 

to produce a caste of aristocratic speculators, Bouquier con

tended that the objective of an educational system in a re

publican state should be to create only viPorous , robust work

ers, Every child, therefore, was to learn a trade or art that 

was useful to society , If the child refused to do so by the 

161Ibid,, 1J6-1J8, 
162Ibid, 



time he reached the a~e of twenty, he was to lose all his 

ri~hts as a citizen, 163 

AlthouPh workin~ with and observing sans -culottes was 

to form the basis for the major part of the child's education, 

Bouquier did not totally exclude the use of the classroom in 

his project. Children livin~ in a civilized society, he rea

soned, obviously needed to learn the rudiments of reading, 

writing , and arithmatic; and the learning process for these 

disciplines was most successfully executed in school rooms. 164 

Since the above schools, however , were to play only 

a supplementary role in the total educational program, the 

author of the project reasoned that it was not necessary for 

the state to assume the responsibility of operating these in

stitutions, The operation of all such schools was to be in 

the hands of private individuals; the only function of the 

state was to pay the teachers an annual salary based on the 

number of children under their supervision. Recognizinp the 

possible dan~er that enemies of the Republic might exercise 

too great an influence in such an arrangement, Bouquier gave 

local citizens the power to approve and supervise all teach

ers, All prospective instructors had to possess a certificat 

de civisme et de bonnes moeurs ( · a document certifying that 

the holder was a citizen in go od standing). In addition, each 

was required to meet the approval of one-half the membership 

of the general council of the section in which he lived. Fi-

16 \bid, , lJR, 

164P.V. 6 III, 5 -57. 



nally, the aspirin~ teacher had to meet the approval of at 

least two members of the Committee of Surveillance of the 

area in which he maintained his residence; Bouquier was a 

firm believer in the principle that it would be better for 

the nation as well as for the child to employ poor teachers 

with strong republican views than well trained instructors 

with dan~erous thoughts; therefore, he required no intel

lectual tests or special academic qualifications for those 

who wished to teach. 165 

Debate on Bouquier's project started on December 9, 

17 93 , and lasted only ten days. As expected, the opponents 

of hi~her education were numbered among the most enthusiastic 

supporters of the plan. Deputy Thibadea\1 , a leadin~ Jacobin 

spokesman, called the plan an admirable application of re

publican principles; and Michel Petit, a staunch backer of 

the petition of September 15, believed the suggested program 

was a definite step in the right direction toward the achieve-

t f bl . 1 166 men· o repu 1can goa s. 

The principal objection to the project came from dep

uty Romme who argued that it would g ive an educational ad

vantage to the wealthy. In addition, moral and civic train

ing through observation and participation in meetings of pop

ular societies left too much to chance. 167 

165A. P ., LXXXI , 137-139, 
166P ,V., III, 110-113, 
167Moniteur, XVIII, no, BJ, December 13, 1793, 
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Deputy Jay de Sainte-Foy sharply attacked Romme's cri t 

icism of the plan. Calling his lack of faith i _n the ability of 

popular societies to teach their children an outrage to the 

sans-culottes, he accused Romme of attemptinr~ to reinstate 

the system that existed during the ancien reg ime. Jay de Sainte

foy warned that acceptance of Romme's thou.r;hts would lead to 

the establishment of 40 ,000 little Dastilles for the children 

of the Republic. 168 

Following the short debate, on December 19, the Na

tional Convention enacted the Bouquier proposal into law. Ac

cording to the Moniteur, the measure was passed by a large 

majority. 169 Thus, after eighteen months of debate and scores 

of su~gestions, the hlontagnard-dominated leg islative body was 

ab le to agree on an educational program--the Bouquier Law. 

There are varying interpretations as to why the pro

ject was so warmly accepted; however, most observers contend 

that its swift passage can be directly attributed to the plan's 

encouras ement of private initiative in education. Both Robes

pierre and the Hebertists ( a group of militant left-wing re-

bl . h t th 1- t b . d) l ?,O • tl . pu icans w ose s reng was no\, o e i i::;nore saw in ns 

aspect of the proposal an opportunity to extend their power 

over the church; both factions evidently believed that their 

influence among the urban masses was strong enouFh to assure 

168Ibid, 

169Ibid. 

170Leo Gershey, The French Revolution and Na oleon 
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crof ts, 19 ~ , p, 260, 



the selection of teachers with views favorable to their ideas. 

Writing in his L ' Instruction et la R&volution, Albert 

Duruy, an authority on the schools in ~ranee durinP the Revo

lution, ar~ued that free initiati 1 e in education was especially 

appealing to members of the Robespierre-Danton Proup and un

doubtedly was the primary reason for their overwhelminq sup

port of the plan . Such a law enabled them to coo perate openly 

with a formidable source of power--former priests--to crush 

the rauidly Prowing atheistic movement and the H~bertists. By 

inviting trustworthy asserment~s (priests who took the loyalty 

oath in 1790), f ollowers of the cult of Reason would be pre

vented from spreading their atheistic views. 171 

Jean Guil laume, considered by many to be the most noted 

authority on the educational aspects of the Revolution , concurs 

with the above thoupht. Danton 's and Robespierre 's acceptance of 

the liheral idea of free enterprise in education durin~ the 

height of the Terror was, according to Guillaume , nothing more 

than a maneuvre to form an alliance with the still powerful 

Catholic Church. Their combined goal was clearly the crushin~ 

f th . t. 1 · . t 172 o e ~rowing an 1-re 1g1ous movemen. 

A speech that Robespierre delivered to the Jacobin 

Club on December 19, the very day the proposal was enacted 

into law, lends added credence to the belief that he was at

temptin" to cultivate a closer relationship with the church. 

171Albert Duruy , L ' Instruction publigue et la R~vo
lution (Paris: Hachette , 1RR2), p . 105, 

172 P.V., III, 39, 
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The "Incorruptible" emphasized that all former priests must not 

be considered enemies of the Revolution, Many , especially amon~ 

those who held lower positions in the hierarchical structure 

that existed durin~ the ancien re rrime , were strongly attached 

to the Republic and its goals, 17 3 

On the other hand, the H~bertists also realized that 

free enterprise in education could very well work to their 

advantage, H&bert displayed great interest in the Bouquier 

Plan; and, in a speech to the Jacobin Club on December 11, 

he applauded that feature of the plan which enabled the in

dividual to operate a school without stringent state controls 

or regulations. A strong supporter of the Hebertists, Anachar

sis Cloots, voiced a similar view, StatinF that education was 

simply another form of merchandise, he insisted that the state 

had absolutely no right to interfere with its free circulation, 174 

Whether the sentiments of the common people were pri

marily with the Robespierrists or the Hebertists is difficult 

to ascertain; however, the sifnificant point is that every

where the sans-culottes warmly welcomed the passa,'!e of the 

Bouquier project. On December 20, the day after the plan was 

officially accepted, a large group of workers in Paris aban

doned their jobs in order to dedicate themselves solely to 

173Moniteur, XVIII, no, 89 , De cember 19, 1793, 

174r . A, Aulard (ed.), La Societe des Jacobins, Re
cueil de Documents pour l ' Histoire du Club de Pa.ris (6 vols.; 
Paris : Librairie L~opold Cerf et Librairie Noblet , 1R99 -1897), 
V , 557, 
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the teachinr of young republicans, 17 ~ In every town, indi

v i duals a ppea red before their local assemblies - with the ho pe 

of gain in~ the necessary permission to open schools or to of 

fer their serv ices for other forms of instruction , 176 

Although it is impossible to determine how effectively 

the pro~ram operated and how faithfully the children partici

pated, it is interestin{! to note the surprisinrr ly larsi;e num-

ber of educational operations that were established in a rela

tively short period of time . A report submitted to the Con

vention on nay 1, 1794, indicated that nearly 7 ,000 private 

schools workin~ in association with the popular clas ses were 

already functioning by that date. As one mi~ht expect, the find

i n ()"s rev ealed that the program enjoyed its greatest success i n 

lar" er t owns and cities where there was a greater number of 

instruct ors as well as a stronger faith in the value of train

i n~ in the a c t i v ities of the sans -culottes . 177 

A typical day for the young student involved in the 

Bouquier system of education was a varied affair. His daily 

routine ~enerally began in a school building , quite often a 

f ormer church, where he learned the recitation of republican 

prayers and the sing ing of the Marseillaise, Following this, 

his attention was then directed to the learnin~ of reading , 

writin~ , and arithmetic , Since textbooks were not in ample sup-

l75c, t d 12L 1 
l On ar I pt • r, 

123, 
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ply, his learnin~ materials were often simply the Consti

tution, the Declaration of the Rights of Man , _and, where ac

ceptable, Hebert 's Pere Duchene . At some point in the day, 

the entire class would be escorted to a meetin~ of the local 

section where the youngsters would have the opportunity to 

observe direct democracy in operation. In addition, a part of 

the child's time was devoted to manual instruction; workmen 

who volunteered their services provided this phase of the 

learning program, The young republican's lon~ day ended back 

. th 1 . th th . . f t . t · h l 7 R 1n e c assroom w1 - e s1ng1ng o. pa -r10 1c ymns. 

The above type of instructional routine with its 

strong orientation toward the values of the populace was the 

last and major educational action of the Montagnard-dominated 

Convention, Although the law experienced some minor re forms, 

it remained basically unchanged and in effect until 9 Thermi

dor (July 27, 1794). 

After Thermidor, the new leadership of the Convention 

moved quickly to strike down the Bouquier Law. Reflecting the 

new re~ime's objective of creating a bourgeois republic, it 

instituted a proP-ram that was primarily aimed at pleasing the 

property-owning class, Enacted into law in early October, 1794, 

the new instructional system was composed of elementary schools 

that the state controlled and supported and secondary schools 

where attendance was based on the child's intellectual skills 

and his ability to pay the tuition. The curriculum, too, clearly 

reflected the interests of the bourreoisie, In addition to the 

178 Gontard, p. 124-125, 



teachin.o_: of basic languap~ e skills, . the cours e of study in

cluded such subjects a s commerce, agriculture, science, en

.rr i neerinr,, and forei rm lanp:uages. 179 Known as the Law of J 

Brumaire, this essentially bourgeois-oriented program re

mained in effect until the Napoleonic reforms, 180 

Thus, with the fall of Robespierre, the Thermidorians 

quickly seized the opportunity to destroy the work of the 

~-culottes in the field of education, For the little peo

ple, it was clear that their hope for an instructional pro

gram based on manual training , republican indoctrination, 

and the learning of simple academic tools was crushed. 

l RO,r. vl s'!nery, p, lJO. 



CHAP'rER VIII 

CONCLUSION 

After more than a year of f.fontap_:nard control of the 

Convention , on 9 Thermidor , leadership of the Revolution 

slipped into the hands of men who did not look with favor 

upon popular views , Durinr the fourteen months in which the 

sans-culottes dominated the course of the Revolut ion, how

ever, their proposed educational reforms point to several 

general conclusions, 

First , examination of the sentiments of the common 

people clearly indicates that they were profoundly interested 

in education ; individuals and groups constantly attended ses

sions of the Convention devoted to education and made their 

feelinP-S known to their representatives, Traditional impres

sions that Parisian crowds were nothin:?:: more tha:'1 disorderly 

□obs who rioted and carried out wholesale massacres while 

carin~ little about social problems is clearly not reflected 

in their history, and certainly not in their concern for ed

ucation, In this area, the simple men of the Revolution not 

only made ~eneral proposals on what they thought to be the 

most effective types of schoolinu , but , as indicated in pre

cedinP chapters, their spokesmen formulated detailed plans 

reflectin~ the needs and wishes of tho urban masses . It is 

interestin.r~ to note that the sans-culottes--a se rrment of 

the ~ranch population ~onerally lackinP- in eaucation--were 



perceptive enou~h to realize that public instruction offered 

a hi~hly effective means to solidify their pol~tical ~ains and 

to improve the well-being of the individual, 

Althou~h their ideas were sometimes naive and impracti

cal, there are many exampleswhere they were acute. One can re

call numerous times where a remarkable de~ree of insieht was 

demonstrated, and many of their proposals contained concepts 

commonly found in modern techniques of schoolin~. For example, 

free schoolin;r ; preparation for a trade throurh on-the-job 

traininP; instruction in civic duties and responsibilities; 

eaual education for both sexes--all important characteristics 

in today's educational programs--were warmly accepted and 

hi~hly recommended by the urban dwellers, These were remarkable, 

innovative measures, especially when one considers them in li~ht 

of the instructional programs that existed only five years ear

lier in the schools of the ancien r~Fime. 

Another observation that is evident in reviewing pop

ular views on education was their complete distrust of school 

systems incorporating ~raded academic institutions, Evidently 

such trainine was too stron~ a reminder of the schools of the 

past to be accepted by the common people, They stubbornly re

fused to reco~nize the fact that such schools could be sources 

of valuable benefits and services to their society, As demon

strated in earlier chapters, the question of graded institutions 

was lar~ely responsible for the defeat of the Lepeletier Plan, 

while the Bouquier project--the pro~ram that was enacted into 

law--totally excluded this type of instruction, 



The above lack of confidence in academic trainin" 

apparently cannot be translated to mean, however, that the 

sans-culottes were anti-intellectual~ se; it appears that 

they were simply opposed to providinr funds for specialized 

academic instruction that would reach only an elite. In ad

dition, their statements reflect the rather unrealistic no

tion that true men of gen ius had little need of academies in 

which to develop their talents . Briefly stated, it cannot be 

demonstrated that the educational views of the popular classes 

included a particularly prejudicial opinion against the learned; 

they objected to the principle that an egalitarian state had 

a responsibility to provide instruction aimed at producing 

scholars. As demonstrated in the chapter dealing with the gen

eral characteristics of the sans-culottes, such training; was 

deemed impractical, ineffective, and--equally important--ex

tremely dangerous, 

Although most common Parisians agreed that academies 

as they existed during the ancien regime were not acceptable 

in a republic, a substantial group approved of advanced schools 

specializing in technical training , This is clearly expressed 

in the petition of September 15 which called for several stages 

of such schools, Yet, to many, such institutions were not com~ 

patible with the basic philosophy of their movement , It ap-

pears that the sans-cuotterie was torn between its fundamental 

ideal of 1_'ep-alit e de fait (complete equality) and the belief 

that specialized skills would be a benefit to the ~ntire nation. 

The fourteen-month history of the Montagnard Convention is marked 



with the controversy over what role, if any, the ~overnment 

should play in the area of advanced education to develop and 

perfect artistic and mechanical skills. 

One notes that the dilemma was never really solved. 

The officially accepted plan, the Bouquier Law , completely 

avoided the question by creating no technical schools. All 

manual trainin~ was to be carried out in shops or places of 

business where the student worked in a practical rather than 

in a classroom atmosphere, 

Unlike the dispute over the desirability of graded 

technical schools, there was one area of thought among the 

common people where complete harmony existed; all agreed on 

the importance of manual training. One sees the teachin~ 

of technical skills in every major program that enjoyed the 

backing of the ~-culottes. AlthouR:h the proposed form of 

such training varied from plan to plan, it was, neverthe

less, a central feature of every su~gested scheme , The Le

peletier Plan , for example, stressed the teachin~ of metiers 
'· 

(trades) in compulsory boarding schools, and the petition of 

September 15 recommended elementary as well as advanced trade 

schools, Although the Bouquier Plan removed the task of the 

teachi ng of technical skills from formal institutions and 

assiRned it to private individuals, this aspect of the plan 

was, nevertheless, considered to be a vital part of the child's 

education, 

A final observation in reviewinF the educational views 

of the urban dwellers clearly reveals their reluctance to per

mit any form of centralized control over their schools. In 
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this aspect, their feelin~s closely paralleled their political 

sentiments ; they considered direct democracy and local con

trol over public servants to be the most effective method to 

~overn their officials. This, of course, represented a sharp 

break from the system that existed during the ancien r~~ime 

when bishops enjoyed an absolute authority over schools, So, 

too, was it different from programs following Thermidor--the 

month in which political power of the little people was con

siderably diminished, The Law of 3 Brumaire, the law that re

placed the Bouquier Plan, emphasized state control over the 

entire instructional operation, This trend toward centrali

zation continued under Napoleon, and reached its culmination 

in the Third Republic. 

The experiences of the sans-culottes prior to 1789 

caused them to look with disfavor on a centralized organization 

of the ir educational system, Their proposals consistently re

flected their distrust in such an arrangement, and their plans 

all contain means by which parents could directly influence 

their schools , The Bouquier Plan, for example, was a model of 

private initiative, At all times, however, local approval was 

necessary for the execution of educational programs. The same 

can be said of the Lepeletier Plan. Although it placed a heavy 

emphasis on boarding schools operated by the Republic, each 

institution was directed by an assembly composed of fathers 

of the pupils and elected by the local population, In short, 

the sans-culottes believed that their schools should operate 

in a manner similar to the way in which their sections (wards) 

functioned--undor the close and careful supervision of the 



local citizens, 

In examinin~ the precedin~ observations and conclu

sions, one finds, surprising ly enou~h, that these simple men 

of the people had profound views on education, One need merely 

to mention several ideas to demonstrate the above: their lack 

of confidence in graded schools emphasizin~ academic trainin~ , 

their preference for manual instruction, and their fear of 

centralized control over the schools, The observer, however, 

must still pose the question as to their ultimate goal, What 

did they hope to achieve? 

There is no question that the urban masses saw in free 

education an opportunity to improve their social status and de

stroy the prevading power of wealth. So strong was their con

fidence in public instruction that it soon became the most 

characteristic feature of their campai ~n. When their mov ement 

came to an end in Thermidor, their disillusionment was all the 

keener for their having placed so much faith in education to 

strengthen the Republic and to improve their position in so

ciety. Of all their hopes for a better life through public in

struction, little was to survive Thermidor except the reali

zation that their dreams had not been fulfilled. 
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